INTRODUCTION
Sign language (SL) recognition is from computer vision view closely related to the field of human activ ity recognition. As such it uses the same methodolo gies. From the perspective of data acquisition SL came a long way during the past 20 years. At the beginning data were acquired via cyber gloves (data gloves with accelerometers for 3D localization) [1] . Then regular gloves with different colors [2] and even with different color for each finger were used [3] . Nowadays the data acquisition is close to real environment (no gloves and uncontrolled background). Yet and effective algorithm which can recognize sign language in a real environ ment is still to come. This paper focuses on hand/head representation, especially on feature extraction.
The Local Binary Pattern (LBP), introduced by Ojala [4] , serves for texture representation. The LBP is used across various computer vision fields (e.g., image synthesis, light normalization, face detection, face expression recognition). In this work we experiment with LBP descriptors to show its discriminative power for handshape classification (i.e., capability to capture enough information in order to distinguish among handshapes in the classification phase). In SL the hand appearance varies extremely, and existing works about SL recognition are mainly concentrated on binary image of the hand followed by geometric moments [5, 3, 6, 7] .
The non manual features (head and body pose, head movement, facial expression, lip movement) have lately got high interest in the sign language recog nition field [5, 6] . They help to distinguish between signs that are very similar in the manual component (movement, handshape, etc.)
APPROACH AND TECHNIQUES
In order to extract features of hand and head seg ments of the image we have to localize them. We work on a database with laboratory like conditions (static background, dark clothes). This helps to speed up the process of localization so that we can focus on feature extraction. Also we want the localization to be robust and precise. We decided to follow the work [8] . We detect objects in the image using skincolor. We initial ize the trackers based on the approximately known locations of hands and head and finally we track the objects using a distant measure and a probability model.
Next we extract two sets of features from the image. The first set is the geometrical moments (Hu moments, centroids and orientations of the objects) and the second set is the LBP features (Fig. 2) where the operator has radius 2.
To describe the non manual component of SL we use Active Shape Model based on work [9] .
To recognize the signs with the provided features we use HMM with configurable parameters (the num ber of states and mixtures per states). We use the HTK toolkit for training and testing the models.
RESULTS
In the testing phase we use the features summarized in (Table 1) . For each feature set we employed a brute force search for HMM parameters and found such a parameters set for which the recognition rate is the best. Results are summarized in (Tables 2, 3 , and 4). We developed two kinds of tests. First, a signer semi dependent test where 60% of repetitions of each signer and every sign were used for training and the remaining 40% were used for testing. Second, a signer independent test where all the recordings of 60% of signers were used for training and the remaining 40% of signers were used for testing.
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CONCLUSIONS
The experiment results showed that features repre senting handshape via appearance are more discrimi native than geometric moment containing informa tion about the trajectory and parametric representa tion of hand (orientation, area size, etc.). On the other hand the appearance of the hand is strongly dependent on the position and orientation relative to the camera. To reduce the effect of different points of view the camera placement should be front looking.
Using the non manual features more than half of the signs were recognized correctly. These results depend on the type of signs in database. Having a large set of data might lead to lower recognition rate. The main message of our experiments with non manual features is that eyebrows and outer lip contour are dis criminative enough to capture the difference among the signs.
The combination of features Comb 2 has for the SD test the best recognition rate among all experiments. This information is valuable when we want to recog nize a database with low number of known signers (for 4 Outer lip 24 ASM 5 Inner lip 14 ASM 6 Eyebrow 24 GM + LBP 2 Manual geom. + manual appear. 148 GM + ASM 3 Manual geom. + best non manual 84 LBP 2 + ASM 3 Manual appear. + best non man. example in a dictionary). The SI test achieved rela tively low recognition rate. This can be due to rela tively high dimension of the data versus small number of samples.
In the future we intent to use the LBP features for sign sub unit recognition. The sub units can be used directly for sign recognition or can be used for other purposes like automatic sign annotation (from linguis LOCAL BINARY PATTERN 401 tic point of view). Another interesting task is to use the sub units to represent the sign in a symbolic notation like hamnosys. The notation can be then used for sign searching with sign dictionary applications [10] or as an input for hamnosys driven signing avatar [11] . The most challenging will be the definition of these sub units. 
